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NEW

For 150 years, Woodard craftsmen have created captivating furnishings for discerning style seekers. Looking  
forward to their next 150 years, Woodard melds that rich heritage with leading technological innovations in  
durability and comfort to produce unparalleled outdoor furnishings that are at once timely and timeless.

Customize your outdoor  
setting by selecting from an  

array of over 30 vibrant colors,  
textures and distinctive  

metallic finishes including  
the new Storm.

Accent pillows on sofas and chairs provide a new dimension of color, add personality,  
 and offer comfort. Woodard now offers 11 pillows in a variety of shapes and  
   sizes in over 200 fabrics to select from. New this season are the gap and  
     beach ball pillows, as well as neck pillows for Sling chairs.
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Inside comfort meets outdoor 
durability. This aluminum framed 
seating features reticulated foam 
overlaid in natural-looking  
Charcoal Grey all-weather wicker 
weave that dries quickly after a 
summer rain. Canaveral Eden  
offers two loveseats and an  
armless lounge chair that  
combine for a spacious sectional. 
Complementary accent tables 
complete the setting.

Woven Wonders
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Eden left arm facing loveseat Eden armless lounge chairEden armless loveseat Canaveral coffee table Canaveral end table
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The Canaveral Harper loveseat and lounge chair are designed  
for conversation. Use a facing pair or four in a square for larger  
gatherings. For more intimate chats, the Nelson bar stool and  
bar height table are scaled just right for two.

Woven Wonders

Harper loveseat  Harper lounge chair Nelson bar stool Nelson bar table
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New Century, a sophisticated design beautifully crafted in 
iron, is destined to be a contemporary classic. The urban 
influence is clearly defined in the geometry of the bench, 
dining arm chair and armless bar stool that complement a 
number of Woodard’s iron tables. Available in your choice of 
metal finishes.

Modern Redefined

New Century bench New Century bar stool New Century arm chair
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Parc exudes the charm of vintage indoor furniture but  
is crafted in aluminum for all-weather use. A rocker,  
dining chair, bistro table and side table each features 
realistic-looking weave that imitates heirloom caning. 
Create new memories with Parc, in your choice of  
30 finishes.

Modern Redefined

Parc dining chair Parc side tableParc rocker Parc bistro table
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Spartan, a new Signature cast aluminum collection  
brings easy elegance to the outdoors. Deep seating  
and generous scale ensures comfort for all. Customize your space by pairing the classical design of Spartan with your choice of any Woodard dining table 
or fire table. Shown in Aztec Bronze, it is available in your choice of over 30 finishes.
 

Relaxing Retreats

Spartan sofa Spartan loveseat Spartan spring lounge chairSpartan dining chair
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Nova, a new generously scaled Signature collection, is expertly 
crafted in cast aluminum. This season’s must-have – a double 
chaise with a white fabric canopy that provides a shady respite 
from bright sun. The wide channel-stitched, one-piece cushions 
add a slightly modern bent to this transitional design. Choose 
from any of 30 finishes to make Nova your own.

Relaxing Retreat

Nova double chaise 
with optional canopy

Nova sofa Nova loveseat Nova dining chair
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Our popular contemporary 
Montecito collection adds  
a double daybed for the  
ultimate in relaxation. Dual 
fully reclining chaises are  
positioned under a canopy  
with optional white fabric  
curtains for delightful day 
dreams. Montecito features  
a rich Coffee finish and lush  
all-weather cushions.

Serene, an all-weather woven chaise, offers a new place to lounge.  
Durable construction beneath the Mocha wicker along with adjustable  
back and thick cushions provide the ultimate in comfort. A handy  
recessed compartment for phone storage is an added plus. Shown  
with the versatile Universal Coffee Table that can also be used sideways  
as a C Table to keep cold drinks close at hand.

Metropolis Sling space-saving, stackable chaise lounge chairs are ideal  
for poolside or dockside. A new padded design makes lounging an all  
day affair. A variety of outdoor fabrics, specific to sling construction, are  
available to customize your outdoor décor.

Comfort Counts 

Nob Hill takes outdoor entertaining and dining to new levels.  
The popular Signature aluminum collection of dining, seating  
and lounging options now offers sling and padded sling dining  
and swivel chairs.



We want to keep Mother Earth happy, so we encourage  
you to reuse the clear envelope and flash drive.
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Follow Woodard on Social Media:
facebook.com/WoodardFurniture

twitter.com/woodardfurn/
pinterest.com/woodardfurn/
instagram.com/woodardfurn/

Questions? Contact:
The Media Matters

PO Box 1442
Lexington, NC 27293

336.956.2488   •   pr@themediamatters.com 

High resolution outdoor environmental images and silhouettes are  
contained on this flash drive. Additional photography and information 

available upon request by contacting The Media Matters.


